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Abstract
Evaluating spoken grammar skills is an important component of
evaluating the overall spoken English skills of a candidate. This
paper presents a novel approach that incorporates the knowl-
edge of acoustic-phonetics to improve the performance of an
existing spoken grammar evaluation technique in a question-
answer paradigm. A novel acoustic parameter, Onset Coher-
ence, to make a one-pass distinction between the onsets of frica-
tives, stops and vowels is also proposed. The performance
of the proposed approach is evaluated against human labeled
data obtained from real-life spoken grammar assessment tests.
The proposed approach of combining the knowledge from the
acoustic-phonetic domain with the information obtained from
the automatic speech recognition system leads to an improve-
ment of 8.2% in utterance-level classification.
Index Terms: spoken grammar evaluation, acoustic-phonetics,
speech recognition, automatic language learning

1. Introduction
A significant jump in the interest to learn and improve spoken
English skills coupled with the rising popularity of the Internet
has fueled research in the area of Computer Assisted Language
Learning (CALL) [1, 2, 3, 4]. Most of the CALL systems focus
on evaluation of pronunciation [1, 2, 3], and/or syllable stress
[1, 4]. However, there is not much work done in the area of
spoken grammar evaluation. This paper focuses on automatic
evaluation of spoken grammar skills.

CALL systems can also help in automating the evaluation
of spoken language skills of the agents at offshore call centers.
These evaluations are currently conducted by human assessors
which leads to subjectivity, lack-of-scalability and higher costs.
An interactive web-based spoken English assessment system,
called Sensei [5], has been developed at IBM India Research
Lab to evaluate spoken English parameters like lexical syllable
stress, articulation of phones and spoken grammar. This paper
focuses on the grammar evaluation module of Sensei.

2. Spoken grammar evaluation in Sensei
In an offshore call center scenario, to evaluate spoken grammar
skills, a candidate is asked to speak on a given topic and the
human assessor evaluates the candidate based on the type and
the frequency of the grammatical errors committed by the can-
didate. Such an approach is difficult in automatic spoken gram-
mar evaluation for two reasons: (a) The accuracy of the current
Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) systems is relatively low
for spontaneous free speech, and (b) the Language Model (LM),
which plays an important role in ASR, significantly reduces the
probability of recognizing grammatically incorrect sentences.

Sensei, thus, uses a different approach for automatic spoken
grammar evaluation. A prompt is played to the candidate that

might have a grammatical error in it. The candidate is expected
to detect the grammatical mistake and record the correspond-
ing grammatically correct sentence. The candidate’s response
is then decoded by an ASR system with a LM consisting of a
preselected set of sentences. The LM captures the most com-
mon grammatically correct and incorrect possible responses for
the given prompt. For example, for the prompt, both the dogs
is barking, the LM would consist of the following sentences:
1) both the dogs are barking, 2) both the dogs were barking, 3)
both the dogs is barking, 4) both the dog are barking, and 5)
those dogs are barking. Out of these the first, second and fifth
sentences are grammatically correct. Third and fourth are gram-
matically incorrect. First and second are valid correct answers.
Although the fifth sentence is relevant to the prompt asked, the
candidate is not focusing on the grammatical mistake. Ideally,
we would like to map first and second responses as correct,
and third, fourth and fifth as incorrect.

The restriction on the LM not only helps in improving the
recognition accuracy but also helps in spotting cases where the
response is out of context. sentence. Typically, sentences out-
side the LM receive a low confidence score from the ASR. If
the decoded sentence has a high enough confidence score and
is mapped as ’grammatically correct’, the candidate receives a
score of 1 for that sentence. Otherwise, the candidate receives
a score of 0. These sentences (and the sentence-specific LMs)
are designed by human experts to best distinguish candidates
who have good spoken grammar skills from those who don’t.
Sentences were also designed to cover all categories of spoken
grammar, e.g., articles, prepositions, tenses and so on.

2.1. Issues with the existing approach

We have noticed that the ASR system, even with a restricted
LM, makes recognition errors especially in two scenarios. (1)
The ASR makes an error when two (or more) sentences in the
LM are acoustically close to each other (he kill a snake vs. he
killed a snake). In this case, a different sentence than the one
actually spoken is recognized. (2) The candidate speaks a sen-
tence which is not present in the LM but the ASR recognizes
it as one of the sentences present in the LM with a high con-
fidence. This can happen when the spoken sentence is acous-
tically similar to one of the sentences present in the LM. The
following section describes some of these errors and the pro-
posed approach to address them.

3. Estimating phonetic composition using
acoustic information

Consider the prompt (1): he kill a snake yesterday. The LM
used by the ASR for this prompt contains, among others, the
following sentences : (a) he killed a snake yesterday (b) he kill
a snake yesterday. For the prompt (2): athletics are a popular
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Figure 1: Grammar evaluation strategy. A1, A2, A3 are the
sentences used in the LM. Rc is candidate’s response; Rs is
the output of the ASR; Rsm is the modified output based on the
estimated acoustic composition.

sport, the LM contains, among others, the following sentences:
(c) athletics are a popular sport (d) athletics are a popular sports.
Note that sentences (a), (b) and (c), (d) are acoustically similar.
The current ASR makes 17.1% recognition errors for prompt
(1) and 7.8% recognition errors for prompt (2) even when the
actual response was one of the sentences in the LM.

Although sentences (a), (b) and (c), (d) are acoustically sim-
ilar, the dissimilarity is temporally restricted to a local region
and is quite magnified in that region. The extra stop conso-
nant /d/ in ’killed vs. kill’ and the extra fricative /s/ in ’sports
vs. sport’ can be automatically detected by looking for their
acoustic correlates in the corresponding temporal regions. In
the present work, these temporal regions are obtained from
the word-level alignments computed by the recognition system.
The current work focuses on making a three-way distinction be-
tween fricatives, stops and sonorants (e.g., kills vs. killed vs.
kill), a two-way distinction between fricatives and stops (e.g.,
sports vs. sport), two-way distinction between vowels and si-
lence (e.g., ’a’ vs. silence) after the ASR provides the recog-
nized output and the corresponding word-level alignments. The
prior knowledge about the sentence structure is also used in the
algorithm. Fig. 1 depicts the current approach graphically.

The proposed technique can be thought of as a mechanism
to refine the output of a standard ASR system to improve its
overall performance. Several different approaches have been
proposed to rescore the outputs of a standard ASR. Authors
in [6] have proposed a post-recognition step that combines the
outputs of multiple ASR systems using one of the many vot-
ing schemes to compute a composite output. The technique
proposed in [7] combines the Hidden Markov Model (HMM)
ASR systems with separate discriminative models built for the
confusable subset of the vocabulary. Other techniques try to
project the existing MFCCs in a different feature space to im-
prove their discriminating capabilities. The phone scores com-
puted by these new features are combined with the scores of the
ASR system to obtain the final recognition results [8, 9]. The
technique proposed in this paper, first estimates the temporal re-
gion and the type of potential confusions based on the output of
the ASR system and re-analyzes the physical speech signal us-
ing this information for feature computation and re-recognition.

Figure 2: (a) Spectrogram of ’he killed a snake’ (b) Zero cross-
ing rate (c) Onset coherence (d) Spectral Energy ratio. x-axis is
time in seconds.

3.1. Acoustic Parameters

The Acoustic Parameters (APs) used in the present work are de-
scribed below. We begin by describing Onset Coherence (OC),
the novel parameter developed to differentiate between the on-
sets of fricatives, stops and vowels.

Onset Coherence (OC): The energy onset/offset parameters
based on the energy difference in adjacent frames were initially
proposed in [10] and later used in [11] to detect abrupt onsets in
stop bursts. The computation of these parameters was modified
in [12] by dynamically adapting the frame rate and the window
length based on the periodicity estimate of the temporal region.
In the present work, we propose a new parameter, called onset
coherence (OC), with the aim of distinguishing the onsets of
fricatives, stop bursts and vowels without computing the peri-
odicity information and thus computing the energy differences
at a regular frame rate.

The onsets of vowel /i/, stop burst /d/ and fricative /s/ (at
975, 1230 and 1315 ms respectively) are highlighted in the spec-
trogram shown in Fig. 2. The utterance shown in the figure is
’he killed a snake’. Note that energy onset is seen across all the
frequency regions for both the onset of the stop burst and the on-
set of the vowel whereas the energy onset is mainly in the high
frequency region for the fricative. We have also observed that
the magnitude of the onsets across different frequency channels
vary a lot more in the case of vowel-onsets, mainly due to the
strong formants, than in the case of stop-burst-onsets. Thus,
the onsets of fricatives can be distinguished from that of vowels
and stops by computing a measure of unanimity of onsets across
the frequency channels: vowel-onsets and stop-onsets will typ-
ically have a higher value for this measure as compared to the
fricative-onsets. The stop-onsets can be distinguished from the
vowel-onsets by computing a variance of the magnitude of the
onsets across the frequency regions: stop-onsets will typically
have a much lower variance as compared to that of the vowel-
onsets. The OC computation can be summarized as follows:

(a) The speech signal is split into a set of bandpass fre-
quency channels. In the present work, a Discrete Fourier
Transform (DFT) filterbank with a frequency spacing of
500 Hz is used. This spacing leads to a 44-channel fil-
terbank (speech signals are sampled at 22050 Hz). The
amplitude difference in the adjacent frames for each of
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the frequency channels is computed as:

Δ(f, l) =
X
m

|sf (l∗F+m)|−
X
m

|sf ((l−1)∗F+m)|

where sf (n) is the amplitude of the nth sample of the
speech signal in channel f , l is the frame number, F
is the frame shift ( the sample equivalent of 10 ms), m
varies over the window length (the sample equivalent of
20 ms). Positive values of Δ(f, l) indicate an onset.

(b) OC is then computed from Δ(f, l) as follows:

OCl =

vuuut 1

Nf

NfX
f=1

[Δ(f, l)− μΔ,l]2

if Δ(f, l) > 0 ∀f = 1 . . . Nf

OCl = 0 otherwise

where Nf is the total number of frequency channels (44
in this case), μΔ,l is the mean of Δ(f, l) over all the
frequency channels for a given l. Time frames where
Δ(f, l) is positive in all the channels are identified. The
standard deviation of Δ(f, l) across all the channels for
these time frames is the OC for that frame. The OC for
all the other time frames is zero. Fig. 2(c) shows the
OC for the speech signal in Fig. 2(a). Note that the OC
is zero for fricative-onset (1315 ms), is high for vowel-
onset (975 ms) and relatively low for stop-onsets (950
ms and 1230ms).

Zero Crossing Rate (ZCR) : ZCR is one of the easy-to-
implement yet elegant acoustic correlates mainly to distinguish
frication. ZCR is defined as the number of time-domain zero-
crossings of the signal within a predefined region. In the present
work, ZCR is computed over a window of 20 ms at a frame rate
of 10 ms. The mean of the windowed signal is made zero be-
fore computing the ZCR and only the positive zero-crossings
are considered. Fig. 2(b) displays the ZCR for the utterance
shown in Fig. 2(a). Note that the ZCR is quite high in the frica-
tive region (around 1350 ms).

Spectral Energy Ratio (SER): Parameter based on the ratio
of the energy in high frequency to the energy in low frequency
can distinguish vocalic regions from non-vocalic regions. This
ratio is very low for vocalic sounds, is very high for strident
fricatives and is in-between for the rest of the non-sonorants. In
the present work, the SER is computed every 5ms as the ratio of
the energy in [2000-Fs/2] Hz and [0-2000] Hz computed over
a windowed signal of 20 ms. Fig. 2(d) shows the SER for the
utterance shown in Fig. 2(a). Note that the SER is the highest
in the fricative region (around 1350 ms).

Fig. 3 shows the estimated bounds on the regions spanned
by fricatives, stop bursts and vowels in the space of the three
parameters. Based on the physical significance and the com-
putational details of these parameters, it is estimated that vow-
els mainly occupy the high-OC (>130), low SER (<0.75), low
ZCR (<25) region , stops mainly occupy the mid-OC (>25 and
<130), mid SER (>0.75 and <2.5) region with no particular
bias in the ZCR dimension and fricatives mainly occupy the
high ZCR ( > 100), high SER (>2.5) region and zero OC. The
thresholds are learned from the training data.

Figure 3: Estimates of the bounds on the regions occupied
by fricatives, stop bursts and vowels in the three-dimensional
space of the acoustic parameters (a) zero crossing rate, (b) on-
set coherence and (c) energy ratio. The bounds are based on
the thresholds learned from the training data.

3.2. Combining acoustic phonetics with ASR

The final algorithm to combine (a) the phonetic information ob-
tained from the APs with (b) the recognition output of the ASR
system uses the information about the structure of the sentence
and its constituent words. For a given sentence, the list of words
which are prone to grammatical mistakes and their correspond-
ing most common errors is maintained (e.g., kill/killed/kills,
sport/sports, athletic/athletics and so on). The physical signal
corresponding to these words is located using the word-level
alignments computed by the ASR system. A certain temporal
tolerance is allowed to account for possible alignment errors
made by the ASR. APs that can assist in determining which
variant of the word was spoken are computed over this tempo-
ral region of interest. Based on the values of these APs, the
ASR output is either retained or changed appropriately.

For example, consider the prompt athletics are a popular
sport to which the candidate responded as athletics are a popu-
lar sports. Further, assume that the ASR decoded the response
as athletics are a popular sport. The task now is to decide if
the candidate’s response contained ’sport’ or ’sports’ and ’ath-
letic’ or ’athletics’. The temporal location of the portion of the
speech signal aligned to the recognized word ’sport’ is obtained
from the ASR output. The speech signal of interest is broken
in two equal parts. The OC, ZCR and SER APs which can de-
tect the presence of a fricative are computed for the second part.
The thresholds learned from the training data are used to make
a decision about whether the fricative /s/ is present in the sec-
ond part. Similarly, these APs are computed in the temporal
region corresponding to the word ’athletics’ to decide whether
the response contained ’athletic’ or ’athletics’.

The phonetic composition of the word/sentence can also be
used to improve the performance. For example, in the situa-
tion described above, we know that the first part of the word
’sport(s)’ has the strident fricative /s/. OC, ZCR and SER APs
which can detect the presence of a fricative can be computed
separately for the first half of the aligned speech signal. The
behaviour of these APs in this region (where a /s/ fricative is
present) can be used to tune the decision thresholds used for the
detection of /s/ in the second half.
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4. Experiments and results
4.1. Database

Each candidate is presented with 20 prompts chosen randomly
from a larger set of 204 prompts. The 204 prompts were se-
lected from a bigger set based on their capacity to discrimi-
nate between good and bad candidates [5]. The candidates’ re-
sponses were independently evaluated by four human experts.
The human score is 1 if the utterance is grammatically correct
and 0 otherwise. Inter-human agreement is found to be 82%.
Only those utterances where all the assessors assigned the same
rating were used for the current experiments.

4.2. Automatic speech recognizer

The ASR system used for recognition is a context-dependent
HMM system trained on more than 500 Indian English speakers
with an overall speech data of about 130 hours. The front-end
consists of 60-dimensional feature vectors obtained by combin-
ing nine consecutive frames of 24-dimensional MFCC and ap-
plying linear discriminant analysis on the combined frame.

The five thresholds shown in Fig. 3 and mentioned in sec-
tion 3.1 were trained based on the temporal regions with maxi-
mum acoustic dissimilarity using 2448 utterances and their cor-
responding word alignments obtained from the ASR system.
Evaluations of the proposed method presented here were con-
ducted only on those prompts where the different sentences in
the corresponding prompt-specific LMs were acoustically sim-
ilar and the dissimilarities were localized to narrow temporal
regions. Such a choosing criterion leads to 17 unique prompts
and a total of 182 utterances in the test data.

4.3. Results

Table 1 compares the speech recognition accuracy and the spo-
ken grammar evaluation accuracy when only the ASR system
was used and when the acoustic-phonetic information was com-
bined with the output of the ASR system. Speech recognition
accuracy is defined as the percentage of total recordings eval-
uated where the output of the ASR system and the candidate’s
recording matched exactly. The spoken grammar evaluation ac-
curacy is defined as the percentage of total recordings evalu-
ated where the automatically-generated grammar score of 0 or
1 matched with the human-assigned score. Note that the recog-
nition accuracy was computed on a subset of the test data where
the candidate’s recording was present among the sentences in
the restricted LM while the grammar accuracy was computed
on the entire test data which explains the difference between
recognition accuracy and the grammar accuracy.

Table 1: Speech recognition accuracy and spoken grammar
evaluation accuracy.

only ASR ASR and acoustic-phonetics
Recog. acc. 88.4% 94.2%

Grammar acc. 74.4% 82.6%

5. Discussion and Future Work
As Table 1 shows, the proposed technique improves the recog-
nition accuracy by 5.8% and the spoken grammar evaluation
accuracy by 8.2%. The combination can also lead to more accu-
rate feedback to the user. For example, consider the prompt both

the dogs is barking, to which the candidate responds as both the
dog is barking. The ASR system might recognize this as ’both
the dogs is barking’ and the feedback provided could be: re-
place ’is’ with ’are’. We have seen that combining the acoustic
information changes the recognized output to ’both the dog is
barking’ in many instances. In such cases, the feedback will
include: replace ’is’ with ’are’ and replace ’dog’ with ’dogs’.

The proposed technique can be extended to detect Gram-
matically Incorrect Constructs (GICs) in free speech. The ASR
systems give much higher weight to the predictions from the
statistical LM as compared to the predictions based on the
acoustic models. The LMs are typically trained on grammati-
cally correct data. As a result, it is unlikely that ASR will detect
GICs. Moreover, the GICs, very often, differ from the corre-
sponding grammatically correct constructs only in short tempo-
ral regions (e.g., ”she have” vs. ”she has”; ”this is book” vs.
”this is a book” and so on). The proposed technique can be
used to automatically detect GICs if the categories of grammat-
ical errors are decided before hand.
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